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Abstract
Equational presentation of abstract data types is generalized to presentation by multiequations,
i.e., exclusive-or’s of equations, in order to capture parametric data types such as array or set.
Multiinitial-algebra semantics for such data types is introduced. Classes of algebras described by
multiequations are characterized. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction
A number of important data types, e.g., stack, list, tree, have an abstract speci:cations
using equational logic: for a given many-sorted signature  one considers a set E of
equations, and the loose semantics of the data type is then the whole variety of -
algebras satisfying E, whereas the initial semantics works with the initial algebras
of that variety. There are, however, basic data types which cannot be presented by
equations. For example, arrays (or, more mathematically, functions of a :nite graph): an
argument showing that the parametric abstract data type array lies outside the scope of
equational logic has been presented by L=owe and Wolter [10]. These authors proposed
a formalism of abstract data types using a part of the :rst-order logic which includes
the example of arrays.
The present paper has been initiated by our observation that a natural approach
to generalizing equational logic also encompasses arrays, as well as a number of
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interesting algebraic structures such as :elds: we use, instead of single equations = ,
exclusive-or’s of equations,
O
i∈I
(i = i):
The meaning of this formula, called multiequation, is quite intuitive: for every inter-
pretation of variables there exists a unique index i∈ I such that the equality i = i (in
the given interpretation) holds.
We :rst illustrate the expressive power of multiequations on concrete examples of al-
gebras and data types. Then we discuss a generalization of the initial-algebra semantics
(used for equational speci:cations) to multiinitial-algebra semantics applicable to pre-
sentations by multiequations, and a generalization of the free-algebra semantics (used
for parametric equational speci:cations) to a multifree-algebra semantics of parametric
multiequational speci:cations.
Multiequational speci:cations do not, in general, have initial algebras. The loose
semantics works here of course: any algebra of the given speci:cation can be considered
as a “correct implementation” of the data type—this holds much more generally for
all :rst-order speci:cations, see [11]. However, multiequational speci:cations do have
something better to oMer: multiinitial families of algebras. Like in loose semantics, in
the multiinitial semantics the abstract data type is presented by non-isomorphic algebras;
however, these are very much restricted. For example, multiinitial families are (like
initial algebras) unique up to isomorphism.
Analogously for parametric multiequational speci:cations: instead of a free functor
as semantics we have to work with a free multifunctor semantics.
The approach of L=owe and Wolter [10] which has inspired our paper is based on
Gentzen formulas, and quasi-free semantics. It is our opinion that multifree semantics is
more natural because it is closer to free semantics, and is conceptually simpler. What
these two approaches have in common is that in important examples of parametric
speci:cations that cannot be handled by equations (array, set) the following type of
“weak” or “unique” persistence takes place: for every parameter algebra there exists a
unique member of the multifree family which is carried by an isomorphism. We prove
that this makes parameter passing “weakly correct”: both for actual parameter protec-
tion, and for passing compatibility we :nd a member of the corresponding multiinitial
family which satis:es the required isomorphism property.
The last topic we consider is a generalization of the BirkhoM Variety Theorem to
the classes of algebras speci:ed by multiequations, called multivarieties. We are led to
consider three variants of the formulas above:
O
i∈I
(i = i)
will be called a multiequation if only a :nite number of variables appear in it (no
restriction on the cardinality of I). Our examples will suggest that it may be more
convenient to allow exclusive-or’s of conjunctions of equations, but our Lemma 1
will show that if we restrict ourselves to :nite conjunctions (such formulas will be
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called generalized multiequations), then nothing really new is added: if a class of
structures can be presented by generalized multiequations, then it can be presented by
multiequations, modulo a canonical extension of the original signature. After having es-
tablished some closure properties of (generalized) multivarieties, an example will prove
the failure of the “expected” BirkhoM-type theorem. The situation is not improved if
we require I to be :nite also. However, a complete solution is provided for in:ni-
tary multiequations, where the only :niteness condition is on the number of variables
involved (conjunctions and or’s may act on in:nite sets): the classes of models of
in:nitary multivarieties are characterized as those closed under subalgebras, connected
limits, directed unions, and the so-called consistent quotients.
One topic not addressed in our paper is the logic for multiequations. We have not
found any adequate restriction of the :rst-order logic to treat multiequations. This is a
topic of future research. But in any case, we see little hope that a deduction calculus
for multiequations could be found which would be anywhere close to equational logic.
1. Examples
We work with many-sorted algebras, i.e., for a given set SORTS, a signature  is
given by a set OPNS (of operations symbols 
) together with a speci:cation of arity

 : s1 × · · · × sn → s;
where s1; : : : ; sn; s are sorts. An algebra A consists of underlying sets As for each sort
s∈ SORTS and operations 
A :As1 × · · · × Asn →As for each 
 : s1 × · · · × sn→ s in
OPNS. A homomorphism from A to an algebra B is a many-sorted function, i.e., a
collection of functions fs :As→Bs (s∈SORTS) which commutes with the operations
in the usual sense, i.e.,
fs(
A(x1; : : : ; xn)) = 
B(fs1 (x1); : : : ; fsn(xn)):
Given a many-sorted set, i.e., a collection of sets X =(Xs)s∈SORTS of variables, we
denote by T(X ) the absolutely free algebra (as a term algebra) over X . For every
algebra A and every many-sorted function f :X →A the computation of terms in A
yields the unique homomorphism
f# : T(X )→ A
extending f.
Notation. The logical operation “exclusive-or” is denoted by O. That is, O  is a
shorthand for
( ∨ ) ∧ ¬ ( ∧ ):
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Analogously, Oi∈I i is a shorthand for( ∨
i∈I
i
)
∧ ∧
i;j∈I
i =j
¬ (i ∧ j):
Denition. By a multiequation we mean an exclusive-or of equations over a :nite set
of variables.
In more detail, let X =(Xs)s∈SORTS be a :nite many-sorted set of variables, i.e., such
that the disjoint union of all Xs is :nite. Then a pair (; ) of elements of T(X ) of
the same sort is called equation (usual notation: = ); a multiequation, then, has the
form
O
i∈I
(i = i);
where each i = i is an equation over X (where I is an arbitrary set). A -algebra A
satis<es the multiequation provided that for every interpretation f :X →A of variables
precisely one of the given equations hold, i.e., there exists precisely one i∈ I with
f#(i)=f#(i).
Denition. Given a set E of multiequations we denote by Alg(; E) the class of all
-algebras satisfying each multiequation in E. Such classes are called multivarieties.
Remark 1. We consider Alg(; E) as a full subcategory of the category Alg of all
-algebras and all homomorphisms.
Example 1. BOOL
SORTS bool
OPNS T; F : → bool
AXIOM (x = T )O(x = F)
The only model is {T; F} where T 
=F .
Example 2. INJ
The following is a multiequational presentation of sets with injective functions as
morphisms:
INJ =BOOL+
SORTS set
OPNS equal : set × set → bool
AXIOMS (x = x′) O (equal (x; x′) = F).
Every set X gives rise to an algebra QX with set-sort X and bool-sort QXbool = {T; F} in
which “equal” is the equality predicate. And conversely, every model of INJ has the
form QX for a unique set X .
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Example 3. Fields: Let (; E) be the usual one-sorted equational presentation of unitary
rings. Let ′ be the signature  enriched by a unary operation i (the inverse of x, if
x 
= 0, and 1 if x=0). Let E′ be the set E enriched by the equation i(0)= 1 and the
following multiequation:
(x = 0) O(x · i(x) = 1):
Then (′; E′) is a presentation of :elds. In fact, a (′; E′)-algebra A is a unitary ring
in which every element x 
= 0 has the inverse i(x) (and, moreover, i(0)= 1), thus A
is a :eld with i(x)= x−1 for x 
=0. Conversely, every :eld can be considered as a
(′; E′)-algebra in this sense.
Example 4. Negated equations: The formula ¬(p= q) is equivalent to the multiequa-
tion
(x = x) O(p = q):
Remark 2. It is often handy to work with conjunctions of equations rather than indi-
vidual equations. We prove below (Lemma 1) that this does not inRuence the concept
of multiequational presentation.
More precisely, instead of multiequations we often work with exclusive or’s of :nite
conjunctions of equations, i.e., with expressions of the following form:
O
i∈I
(i1 = i1 ∧ i2 = i2 ∧ · · · ∧ ik(i) = ik(i) ):
We will call such expressions generalized multiequations. An algebra A satis<es the
generalized multiequation if for every interpretation f :X →A of variables precisely
one index i∈ I has the property that f#(ij)=f#(ij) for all j=1; : : : ; k(i).
Example 5. Linearly ordered sets: We denote by LIN the following presentation of
linearly ordered sets by generalized multiequations (with strictly increasing maps as
morphisms).
LIN = INJ +
OPNS: unionsq : set × set → set
AXIOMS: Idempotence: x unionsq x= x
Symmetry: x unionsq y=y unionsq x
Associativity: x unionsq (y unionsq z)= (x unionsq y) unionsq z
Linearity: (x=y) O ((x unionsq y=y) ∧ (equal (x; y)=F))
O ((x unionsq y= x) ∧ (equal (x; y)=F)).
We can re-write this (in fact any: see Lemma 1 below) presentation using only
non-generalized multiequations as follows: we introduce (a) a new sort [set; bool] and
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(b) new operations
tuple : set × bool → [set; bool]
)1 : [set; bool] → set
)2 : [set; bool] → bool
and
(unionsq; equal) : set × set → [set; bool]:
We add the following equations (to guarantee that (a) the underlying set of sort
[set; bool] is the product of the underlying sets of set and bool and (b) the last
operation is just the tupling of unionsq and equal):
tuple ()1z; )2z)= z,
)1 tuple (x; b)= x,
)2 tuple (x; b)= b,
)1(unionsq; equal)(x; y)= x unionsq y,
)2(unionsq; equal)(x; y)= equal(x; y).
The linearity is then expressed by the following multiequation:
(x = y) O ((unionsq; equal)(x; y) = tuple(y; F)) O ((unionsq; equal)(x; y) = tuple(x; F)):
Example 6. Arrays: Given a pair of sets D (domain, or index set) and C (codomain,
or attribute set), an array is a function f from a :nite subset of D to a :nite subset
of C. Or, equivalently, a function
f : D → C⊥ where C⊥ = C + {⊥}
of :nite support, i.e., such that f(x)=⊥ for all but :nitely many elements x∈D.
Abstractly, arrays can be built up from the empty array , by the operation chg
(change-of-value) which assigns to any triple (x; y; f), where x∈D, y∈C and f is
an array, the array f updated in x to the value y. That operation, together with the
operation val which gives the value of an array f at a given x∈D, constitute the basic
abstract operations on arrays.
We thus consider the following speci:cation (following [10]):
ARRAY (D;C) =
SORTS dom; cod; array
OPNS chg : dom× cod× array → array
val : array × dom→ cod
, : → array
⊥ : → cod
d : → dom for each d∈D
c : → cod for each c∈C
AXIOMS
(1) val(chg(x; y; f); x)=y;
(2) chg(x;⊥; ,)=,;
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(3) chg(x; y; chg(x; y′; f))= chg(x; y; f);
(4) if x 
= x′ then chg(x; y; chg(x′; y′; f))= chg(x′; y′; chg(x; y; f)).
(Here x; x′ are variables of sort dom; whereas y; y′ are variables of sort cod, and f is
a variable of sort array.) The last axiom is non-equational. In fact, as shown in [10],
no equational presentation (even with hidden operations) exists for the corresponding
parametric data type (where the parameter speci:cation has sorts dom and cod and the
only operation ⊥ :→ cod). We can, however, specify arrays by multiequations. This
is based on the following:
Observation. Axiom (4) above can be replaced by the following axiom:
[(x = x′) ∧ (y 
= y′)]
O[chg(x; y; chg(x′; y′; f)) = chg(x′; y′; chg(x; y; f))]: (1.1)
In fact, every algebra A satisfying (1)–(3) and (1.1) obviously satis:es also (4): given
elements x; x′ ∈Acod with x 
= x′ then the right-hand bracket of (1.1) holds because the
left-hand one does not.
Conversely, if A satis:es (1)–(4), then it also satis:es (1.1): consider elements
x; x′ ∈Acod, y; y′ ∈Adom and f∈Aarray. The right-hand bracket of (1.1) holds whenever
either x 
= x′ (due to (4)) or x= x′ and y=y′. That is, whenever the left-hand one does
not hold. Conversely, assume that x= x′ and y 
=y′, then the right-hand bracket of (1.1)
does not hold: see (3) and (1). This proves that (1.1) can replace (4).
Thus, let us denote by
ARRAY (D;C)∗
the above speci:cation with the last (non-equational) axiom removed. We de:ne the
following generalized multiequational presentation:
MARRAY (D;C)=ARRAY (D;C)∗+
SORTS bool
OPNS equal : cod× cod→ bool
T : → bool
F : → bool
AXIOMS (y=y′) O (equal(y; y′)=F);
(z=T ) O (z=F);
[(x= x′) ∧ (equal(y; y′)=F)] O
O [chg(x; y; chg(x′; y′; f))= chg(x′; y′; chg(x; y; f))].
(Here x; x′ are variables of sort dom; y; y′ variables of sort cod; z a variable of sort
bool; and f a variable of sort array.)
Then ARRAY (D;C) speci:es the same class of algebras as MARRAY (D;C). More
precisely, for every algebra A of the speci:cation ARRAY (D;C) we have an algebra
QA of the speci:cation MARRAY (D;C) which extends A by QAbool = {T; F} and with
equal; T; F having the obvious interpretation (see Example 2). Then every algebra
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of the speci:cation MARRAY (D;C) has the form QA for a unique algebra A of the
speci:cation ARRAY (D;C).
The homomorphisms of the new speci:cation MARRAY (D;C) are precisely those
homomorphisms of ARRAY (D;C) whose codomain component is injective (so that the
equality operation equal is preserved). These are also the homomorphisms considered
in [10] for arrays.
Example 7. Sets: For a given “universe” set U consider subsets of U with the basic
operations
union, (s; s′) → s∪ s′
make, x → {x}
element, (s; x) → T , if x∈ s, or F , else.
The axioms we put on these operations state (a) that union forms a semilattice
with the bottom element ∅ and (b) the operation element has the usual properties:
(a1) s∪ s= s;
(a2) s∪ s′= s′ ∪ s;
(a3) s∪ (s′ ∪ s′′)= (s∪ s′)∪ s′′;
(a4) s∪∅= s;
and
(b1) element(∅; x)=F ;
(b2) element(s∪make(x); x)=T ;
(b3) if x 
= x′ then element(s∪make(x); x′)= element(s; x′).
As in Example 6, it is not diScult to show that, in the presence of the other axioms,
(b3) can be replaced by the following generalized multiequation:
[(x = x′) ∧ (element(s; x) = F)]
O[element(s∪make(x); x′) = element(s; x′)]:
Thus, we are led to the following generalized multiequational presentation:
SET (U )=
SORTS set; data; bool
OPNS ∪ : set× set→ set
make : data→ set
element : set× data→ bool
∅ : → set
x : → data for each x∈U
T : → bool
F : → bool
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AXIOMS (a1)–(a4), (b1), and (b2) above;
(z = T )O(z = F);
[(x = x′) ∧ element(s; x) = F]O
O[element(s∪make(x); x′) = element(s; x′)]:
(Here s; s′ and s′′ are variables of sort set, and x and x′ variables of sort element.)
Example 8. Prime-cycle algebras: Consider unary algebras on one operation  which
forms a single cycle of prime length. This can be axiomatized by the following gen-
eralized multiequation:

p a prime

i=0;1;:::;p−1
[(p(x) = x) ∧ i(x) = y]:
Remark 3. The above example shows that we cannot restrict multiequations to <nite
exclusive-or’s of equations without changing the concept of multivariety: the class of
all unary algebras forming a prime cycle is not axiomatizable by any theory of :nitary
:rst-order logic—see [2].
We now present the proof, promised in Remark 2, that generalized multiequations
do not expand the concept of multivariety. The idea of the proof is well illustrated by
Example 5 above.
Lemma 1. Every class of -algebras presented by a set E of generalized multiequa-
tions is equivalent to a multivariety: there exists a signature ′; extending ; and a
set E′ of multiequations such that Alg(; E) ∼= Alg(′; E′).
Proof. Let  be an S-sorted signature. The new set of sorts will be S+, the set of all
non-empty words s1 : : : sn over S. The new set ′ of S+-sorted operations consists of
(a) unary operations )is1 ::: sn : s1s2 : : : sn→ si for all s1 : : : sn ∈ S+ and i=1; : : : ; n (e.g.,
)1s : s→ s),
(b) n-ary operations tuples1 ::: sn : s1 × s2 × · · · × sn→ s1 s2 : : : sn for all s1 : : : sn ∈ S+ and
(c) operations [1; : : : ; n] where every i : si1×· · ·× simi → ti is a -operation and the
′-arity is as follows:
[1; : : : ; n] : s11 × · · · × s1m1 × s21 × · · · × s2m2 × · · · × snmn → t1 : : : tn:
Given variables xi of sort si (i=1; : : : ; n) for , we create a new variable [x1; : : : ; xn]
of sort s1 : : : sn for ′. We then assign to every n-tuple 61; : : : ; 6n of -terms 6i : si1 ×
· · · × simi → ti a ′-term
[61; : : : ; 6n] : s11 × · · · × snmn → t1 : : : tn
by induction on the maximum k of the complexity of t1; : : : ; tn as follows:
k =0: if each 6i is a variable, then so is [61; : : : ; 6n].
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k + 1: each 6i is either a variable x of sort si, in which case we “substitute” it by
i(6i1) where 6i1 = x and i = )1si , or 6i = i(6i1; : : : ; 6imi) for some -operation i : si1×
· · · × simi → ti and some terms 6ij of complexity 6k and output sort sij, then we put
[61; : : : ; 6n] = [1; : : : ; n](611; : : : ; 61m1 ; 621; : : : ; 62m2 ; : : : ; 6nmn):
This allows us to assign to each :nite conjunction (61 = 
1)∧ · · · ∧ (6k = 
k) of -
equations a ′-equation [61; : : : ; 6k ] = [
1; : : : ; 
k ]. Thus, from the set E of generalized
multiequations we obtain a set [E] of multiequations over ′ and we add to them the
following equations:
tuples1 :::sn()
1
s1 :::sn z; : : : ; )
n
s1 :::sn z) = z
)is1 :::sn tuples1 :::sn(x1; : : : ; xn) = xi for s1 : : : sn ∈ S+
and
)it1 :::tn [1; : : : ; n] = i
for -terms i with sorts ti.
The resulting multivariety over ′ is obviously isomorphic to Alg(; E).
2. Multiinitial-algebra semantics
Denition. A set {Ai; i∈ I} of objects of a category is said to be multiinitial provided
that for every object B of that category there exists a unique morphism f :Ai→B for
a unique index i∈ I . In other words, the set ⋃i∈B hom(Ai; B) has a unique element.
A multiinitial set is a special case of a general concept of multicolimit (see [3]).
Remark 4. If A is an initial object, then {A} is a multiinitial set. It is well known
that initial objects are unique up to isomorphism. Multiinitial sets are also essentially
unique in the following strong sense:
(1) For every pair {Ai}i∈I and {Bj}j∈J of multiinitial sets there exists a (unique)
bijection f : I→ J such that Ai ∼= Bf(i) for all i∈ I .
(2) If {Ai}i∈I is a multiinitial set and {Bj}j∈J is a set of objects such that for some
bijection f : I→ J we have Ai ∼= Bf(i) for all i∈ I , then {Bj}j∈J is also multiinitial.
Proof. (1) For each i∈ I the multiinitiality of {Bj}j∈J guarantees that there exists a
unique f(i)∈ J and a unique morphism ri :Bf(i)→Ai. By symmetry, for each j∈ J
there exists a unique g(j)∈ I and a unique morphism sj :Ag( j)→Bj. The morphism
Ag(f(i))
sf(i)→ Bf(i) ri→Ai
guarantees g(f(i))= i and risf(i) = id (because the multiinitiality of {Ai}i∈I implies that
the only morphism from Ai′ to Ai, i′ ∈ I , is idAi , in which case i= i′). Analogously,
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f(g(j))= j and sjrg( j) = id. Consequently, g is the inverse mapping of f, and ri = s−1f(i),
thus, Ai ∼= Bf(i).
The proof of (2) is trivial.
Example 9. (a) FIELD (see Example 3): Homomorphisms are here precisely the
monomorphisms of rings with unit. For each :eld F of characteristic p (where p is
a prime or ∞) we have a unique homomorphism from Zp to F , where Z∞ denotes
the :eld of rational numbers, and for each prime p, Zp is the Galois :eld of order p.
Thus, the following set
{Zp; p a prime or p =∞}
is multiinitial in FIELD.
(b) Arrays (see Example 6). We describe a multiinitial family in MARRAY (D;C).
Denote by
R
the set of all pairs R=(Rdom; Rcod) of equivalence relations Rdom on the set D and Rcod
on the set C⊥ subject to the following condition:
if Rcod = (C⊥ × C⊥) then Rdom = D
(where, for every set X , we denote by X the least and by X×X the largest equivalence
relations). Given R∈R, de:ne an algebra AR of MARRAY (D;C) by the following
rule; we denote by [z] the equivalence class of an element z.
Sorts of AR: (AR)dom=D=Rdom;
(AR)cod =C⊥=Rcod ;
(AR)array is the set of all functions f :D=Rdom→C⊥=Rcod
of :nite support (i.e., with value [⊥] for all but
:nitely many elements of D=Rdom;
(AR)bool = {T; F}.
Operations of AR: chgAR(f; [x]; [y]) has value [y] at [x], otherwise agrees with f;
valAR(f; [x])=f([x]);
,AR is the constant function with value [⊥];
⊥AR = [⊥];
dAR = [d];
cAR = [c];
equalAR is the equality predicate.
It is easy to verify that AR satis:es all the multiequations of MARRAY (D;C). We
are going to verify that the collection of those algebras is multiinitial.
Let A be an algebra of the multiequational speci:cation MARRAY (D;C). We will
prove that there exists a unique R∈R for which a homomorphism h :AR→A can be
found, and that h is also unique.
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(I) Assume cA = ⊥A for all c∈C⊥.
Since every homomorphism h :AR→A has the sort hcod one to one, it follows that
Rcod =C⊥ × C⊥. By the de:nition of R, the unique candidate is R=(D; C⊥ × C⊥).
It is easy to verify that the unique homomorphism h :AR→A is de:ned by
hdom :D → Adom; d → dA;
hcod : {[⊥]} → Acod; [⊥] →⊥A;
harray : {,AR} → Aarray; ,AR → ,A;
hbool = id{T;F}:
(II) Assume cˆA 
= ⊥A for some cˆ∈C.
Given a homomorphism h :AR→A, since hcod is necessarily one to one, we know
that the equivalence Rcod is de:ned by
cRcodc′ iM cA = c′A (c; c
′ ∈ C⊥): (i)
Let us verify that the equivalence Rdom is de:ned by
dRdomd′ iM dA = d′A (d; d
′ ∈ D): (ii)
In fact, if [ ] denotes equivalence classes (w.r.t Rcod or Rdom in the given pair R,
for which h :AR→A exists) then in AR we have
[d] 
= [d′]⇒ chgAR([cˆ]; [d]; ,AR) 
= chgAR([cˆ]; [d′]; ,AR);
therefore, in A we have
[d] 
= [d′]⇒ chgA(cˆA; dA; ,A) 
= chgA(cˆA; d′A; ,A)
and this proves
[d] 
= [d′]⇒ dA 
= d′A:
The reverse implication is clear due to hdom([d])=dA. Thus (ii) holds.
For the pair R=(Rcod ; Rdom) given by (i) and (ii) above we have a unique homo-
morphism h :AR→A. In fact, put
hdom=dA,
hcod = cA,
hbool = id{T;F};
harray(f) represents hcodf (for all f :D=Rdom→C⊥=Rcod with :nite support) i.e., is the
unique element ’ of Aarray with valA(’; dA)= hcodf([d]) for all d∈D and valA(’; z)
= ⊥A for all z ∈Adom − im(hdom).
It is easy to verify that h is indeed a homomorphism, and the uniqueness of h
follows from the fact that every f∈ (AR)array is generated from ,AR by :nitely many
applications of chgAR .
(c) Sets (see Example 7): Given an equivalence relation R on the set U , we de:ne
an algebra AR as follows:
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(AR)data =U=R;
(AR)set = the set of all :nite subsets of U=R;
(AR)bool = {T; F}
with the obvious operations ∪AR (union), makeAR : [x] → {[x]}, elementAR and the ob-
vious constants. These algebras form a multiinitial family: the proof is analogous to
that in (b), since the equality relation on the sort data can be derived from the basic
operations by
equal(x; x′) = element(make(x); x′):
Theorem 1. For every set E of generalized multiequations the multivariety Alg(; E)
has a multiinitial set; and is closed in Alg under subalgebras and connected limits.
Proof. (1) Alg(; E) is closed under subalgebras: Given an algebra A in Alg(; E) then
every subalgebra A′ satis:es all generalized multiequations which A satis:es, thus, A′
lies in Alg(; E).
(2) Alg(; E) is closed under connected limits. That is, given a connected diagram
D :D→Alg with a limit (A )d→Dd)d∈D then we have to show that A satis:es any
generalized multiequation i∈I
∧k(i)
j=1 (ij = ij) that each Dd satis:es. Let f :X →A
be an interpretation of the variables of the given multiequation. For each d∈D, since
Dd satis:es the multiequation, there exists id ∈ I such that
()d · f)#(idj) = ()d · f)#(idj) for all j = 1; : : : ; k(id):
We claim that id is independent of d. Since the diagram D is connected, it is suScient
to verify that for each morphism r :d→d′ in D we have id = id′ . In fact, since Dr is
a -homomorphism, we have
Dr · ()d · f)# = ()d′ · f)#
(this follows from the fact that both sides are -homomorphisms and due to Dr · )d
= )d′ they have the same value on all variables). Consequently, in Dd′ the equalities
idj = idj are ful:lled under the interpretation ()d′ ·f)# of variables—but since for
Dd′ there is a unique index in I with that property, we conclude id = id′ .
Thus, we have an index i (= id) in I such that
()d · f)#(ij) = ()d · f)#(ij) for all d ∈ D; j = 1; : : : ; k(i):
From the properties of limits we conclude that in A we have
f#(ij) = f#(ij) for all j = 1; : : : ; k(i):
The index i with the last property is unique, since )d is a homomorphism, thus,
()d ·f)# = )d ·f#, and for each Dd the index in I is unique.
(3) Alg(; E) has a multiinitial family. In fact, let C be an initial -algebra, and let
R be the (possibly empty) set of all congruence relations R on C with
C=R ∈ Alg(; E):
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The set R is partially ordered by inclusion (among subsets of C × C) and we denote
by R∗ the set of all minimal elements of R. Then the set C=R, R∈R∗, is multiinitial
in Alg(; E).
In fact, given an algebra A∈Alg(; E), denote by A0 the smallest subalgebra of A
(generated by all constant operations in A). By (1), we have A0 ∈Alg(; E). Since
A0 has no proper subalgebra, it is isomorphic to C=R0 for some congruence R0; then
A0 ∈Alg(; E) implies R0 ∈R. Let {Rt ; t ∈T} be the set of all elements of R contained
in R0. For each t we have a canonical homomorphism
ht :C=Rt → C=R0
and we form a multiple pullback of those homomorphisms in Alg. This can be
described as the collection of canonical homomorphisms
kt :C= QR→ C=Rt where QR =
⋂
t∈T
Rt :
Due to (2) (and since multiple pullbacks are connected limits) we conclude that C= QR
lies in Alg(; E), i.e., that QR∈R. The construction of QR clearly implies that QR is
minimal in R, thus, QR∈R∗. And we have a homomorphism
C= QR
kt→C=Rt ∼= A0 ,→ A
for some t ∈T . It is obvious that this is the unique homomorphism from C= QR to A. It
remains to verify that also QR is unique: suppose
f :C=R→ A; R ∈ R∗
is a homomorphism, then we prove R= QR. The image of f is (like C=R0) an algebra
with no proper subalgebra, in other words, f maps C=R onto A0 ∼= C=R0, which implies
QR⊆R. However, since R∈R∗ (i.e. R is minimal in R), we conclude R= QR.
Remark 5. Every multivariety Alg(; E) is, moreover, multireCective in Alg. This
means that every -algebra A has a collection of homomorphisms
ft : A→ At (t ∈ T ) with At ∈ Alg(; E)
with the following universal property: given a homomorphism h :A→B with B∈Alg
(; E) there exists a unique t ∈ T such that h factors through ft (i.e., h= h′ ·ft for
some homomorphism h′ :At →B) and the factorization (i.e., h′) is also unique.
The proof is quite analogous to that in Theorem 1: instead of C=R for all minimal
congruences R on I with C=R∈Alg(; E) we simply consider all the canonical homo-
morphisms fR :A→A=R where R is a minimal congruence on A with A=R∈Alg(; E).
Remark 6. Due to Theorem 1, multiequational speci:cations always allow us to work
with multiinitial-algebra semantics as the semantics presented by all algebras isomor-
phic to some member of the (essentially unique) multiinitial set. This is less satisfactory
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than the initial-algebra semantics which works with just one algebra and its isomorphic
copies. On the other hand, the multiinitial-algebra semantics is much more “sharp” than
the loose semantics, working with the whole class Alg(; E).
In the example of arrays, the multiinitial semantics allows for an arbitrary :xed iden-
ti:cation of the domain elements, and then provides the “expected” abstract data type
with the modi:ed domain D=R and the codomain C⊥=R. Among all those possibilities,
a striking one consists in identifying nothing, i.e., with R just the diagonal relation.
This has inspired L=owe and Wolter [10] to look for a choice of a concrete member of
the multiinitial family. Unfortunately, the results presented in [10] are very technical,
and moreover, lead to a restriction of homomorphisms to “compatible” ones, which we
:nd rather unnatural. It seems to us that the whole multiinitial set should be used. See
the next part for the appropriate generalization to parametric data types.
3. Multifree-algebra semantics for parametric data types
In the main example of our paper, arrays, we have treated above the elements of the
index and attribute sets as constants. This has led to the multiinitial-algebra semantics.
A much more natural approach is to view those sets as parameters. We use the notation
of [6] for parametric speci:cations, and we show how to generalize multiinitial-algebra
semantics to multifree-algebra semantics to cope with parameters.
Recall that a parametric speci<cation is a pair of speci:cations (PAR;SPEC) such
that SPEC (the body) is an extension of PAR (the parameter). Thus, more precisely,
a multiequational parametric speci:cation is a pair (PAR;SPEC) such that
PAR = (S; ; E);
where  is an S-sorted signature and E is a set of generalized multiequations, and
SPEC = (S ′; ′; E′);
where ′ is an S ′-sorted signature with
S ⊆ S ′ and  ⊆ ′
(and for each 
∈ the arity of 
 in  is the same as the arity of the same element

∈′) and E′ is a set of generalized multiequations with
E ⊆ E′:
Example 10. Arrays. The parametric speci:cation
MARRAY
(which summarizes the ideas of Example 6 with parameters D and C) has the following
parameter speci:cation
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PAR =
SORTS dom; cod
OPNS ⊥ :→ cod
and the following body speci:cation:
MARRAY = PAR+
SORTS array; bool
OPNS chg : dom× cod× array → array
val : array×dom → cod
, : → array
T; F : → bool
equal : cod× cod → bool
AXIOMS val(chg(x; y; f); x)=y;
chg(x;⊥; ,)=,;
chg(x; y; chg(x; y′; f))= chg(x; y; f);
(y=y′)O(equal(y; y′)=F);
(z=T )O(z=F);
[(x= x′) ∧ (equal(y; y′)=F)]O
[chg(x; y; chg(x′; y′; f))= chg(x′; y′; chg(x; y; f))].
Remark 7. Denote by
U : Alg(SPEC)→ Alg(PAR)
the forgetful functor which to every algebra A of the body-speci:cation assigns its
reduct U (A), i.e., the derived -algebra which (due to E⊆E′) is an algebra of the
parameter-speci:cation.
If U is a right adjoint, i.e., if there exists a free SPEC-algebra F(A) on each
parameter algebra A, then we can work with the free-algebra semantics: the abstract
data type with parameter A is represented by the class of free algebras on A, i.e.,
all ′-algebras isomorphic to F(A). Whenever SPEC is an equational presentation,
free-algebra semantics is available, see [6].
For multiequational speci:cations we have to work with the corresponding multi-
concept: a functor U :K→L is called a right multiadjoint provided that for each
object A of L the comma-category A ↓U has a multiinitial set. That is, there exists
a set of arrows fi :A→UKi (i∈ I) such that for every arrow f :A→UK in L there
exists a unique i∈ I for which f factors as f=Uh ·fi for some h :Ki→K in K, and,
moreover, h is also unique with this property.
If a given parametric speci:cation has the property that the functor
U : Alg(SPEC)→ Alg(PAR)
is a right multiadjoint, we say that the speci:cation has a multifree-algebra seman-
tics. The abstract data type on a parameter A is then represented by the collection of
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SPEC-algebras Ki (i∈ I), where fi :A→UKi (i∈ I) is a multiinitial set for A ↓U . By
Remark 4 that collection is abstract, i.e., determined up to isomorphism.
Example 10 (continued). The parametric speci:cation MARRAY has multi-free-algebra
semantics: given a parameter D (domain) and C⊥ (codomain) (with constant ⊥), form-
ing an algebra of PAR, then a multifree algebra on that parameter is the collection
of algebras AR described in Example 9. (More precisely, the natural reducts of those
algebras, since here we have no constants of sort dom, and only one constant, ⊥, of
sort cod.)
Example 11. Parametric speci:cation SET (see Example 7). Here we put
PAR=
SORTS data
and the body-speci:cation is
SET =PAR+
SORTS set; bool
OPNS see Example 7, except there are no constants of sort data
AXIOMS see Example 7
This parametric speci:cation has multifree-algebra semantics given, for each parameter
U , by the algebras AR of Example 9(c) (naturally reduced since here we have no
constant operations of sort data).
Theorem 2. For every multiequational parametric speci<cation a multifree-algebra
semantics exists. That is; the forgetful functor U :Alg(SPEC)→Alg(PAR) is a right
multiadjoint.
Proof. It is well known that the forgetful functor
U0 : Alg′ → Alg
assigning to every ′-algebra its -reduct, is a right adjoint. Let F0 :Alg→Alg′
denote a corresponding left adjoint with the front adjunction ;0 : 1→U0F0. For every
algebra A of the parameter speci:cation PAR denote by R the set of all ′-congruences
R on the algebra F0(A) such that the quotient algebra F0(A)=R lies in Alg(SPEC).
Denote by
fR : A→ U (F0(A)=R)
the composite of (;0)A :A→U0F0(A) and U0hR, where hR :F0(A)→F0(A)=R is the
canonical ′-homomorphism. The collection of all fR :A→U (F0(A)=R), where R is
a minimal member of R (under the set-theoretical order on R) is multiinitial in the
comma-category A ↓U . The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 1. Let K be a
SPEC-algebra and let f :A→UK be a -homomorphism. We have the unique ′-
homomorphism f# :F0(A)→K with Uf# extending f, and the ′-subalgebra K0 =f#
[F0(A)] of K is a member of Alg(SPEC) because Alg(SPEC) is closed under
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subalgebras in Alg′. On the other hand, K0 =f#[F0(A)] is a quotient algebra of
F0(A), thus, it is isomorphic to F0(A)=R for a congruence R; we have R∈R. Next,
we form a multiple pullback of the canonical homomorphisms ht :F0(A)=Rt →F0(A)=R
where {Rt ; t ∈T} is the collection of all members of R contained in R. This can
be described as the collection of canonical homomorphisms kt :F0(A)= QR→F0(A)=Rt ,
where QR=∩Rt , and we have QR as a minimal element of R, since SPEC is closed
under pullbacks in Alg(′). It is easy to see that f# factors through the canonical mor-
phism k QR :F0(A)→F0(A)= QR in Alg′, therefore, f factors through fR =U0k QR · (;0)A.
The argument about unicity of factorization is analogous to that in Theorem 1.
Remark 8 (Semantics of parametric data types). Recall that in the equational case,
where the forgetful functor U :Alg(SPEC)→Alg(PAR) has a left adjoint, any left
adjoint
F : Alg(PAR)→ Alg(SPEC)
(i.e., any free functor) of U is a representative of the semantics. In the multiequational
case, instead of a free functor we have a free multifunctor (assigning to every PAR-
algebra A a multiinitial family of the comma category A ↓U ).
Multifunctors from K to L are just functors from K to a free product completion
<L
of L which can be described as follows.
Objects of <L are families (Li)i∈I of objects of L.
Morphisms f from (Li)i∈I to (L′j)j∈J are pairs consisting of a function
fˆ : J → I and a collection (Lfˆ(j)
fj→L′j)j∈J of morphisms of L
Composition of f : (Li)i∈I → (L′j)j∈J and g : (L′j)j∈J → (L′′k )k∈K is de:ned by the
function fˆgˆ :K→ I and the collection of composites
(Lfˆ(gˆ(k))
fgˆ(k)−→L′gˆ(k) gk→L′′k )k∈K
Note the obvious embedding of L into <L given by L → (L).
Thus a multifunctor from K to L, denoted by
F : K ◦→L
is just another name for a functor
F : K→ <L:
Consequently, the concept of natural isomorphism for multifunctors is that of the
corresponding functors. Also composing functors and multifunctors is clear: Given
a functor P :K0→K, the composite F ·P :K0 ◦→L is just the composite functor
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K0
P→K F→<L. And given a functor Q :L→L0 we denote by <Q :<L→<L0
the free extension to the product-preserving functor (given by (Li)i∈I → (QLi)i∈I ) and
de:ne Q ·F :K ◦→L0 as the composite functor K F→<L<Q→<L0. (It is clear that <
is a part of a monad over CAT whose Kleisli category is that of all categories and
multifunctors.)
Example 12. For every parametric multiequational speci:cation (PAR;SPEC) we have
a free multifunctor
F : Alg(PAR) ◦→Alg(SPEC)
together with a (universal) natural transformation
; : IdAlg(PAR))→ U · F
de:ned as follows:
On objects A we choose a multifree family on A consisting of SPEC-algebras Bt
(t ∈T ) and PAR-homomorphisms ;At :A→U (Bt) (t ∈T ), and de:ne
FA = (Bt)t∈T ;
;A : (A)→ (U (Bt))t∈T given by ;At (t ∈ T ):
On morphisms f :A→A′ where ;A′s →U (B′s), s∈ S is a chosen multifree family on
A′, we de:ne
fˆ : S → T and fs : Bfˆ(s) → B′s (s ∈ S)
by the commutativity of the square
A
f−−−−−→ A′
;A
fˆ(s)

 ;A′s
U (Bs) −−−−−→
U (fs)
U (B′s)
where we put F(f)= (fˆ; (fs)). Then F is determined uniquely up to a natural isomor-
phism. Following the tradition of equational speci:cations we de:ne the semantics of
(PAR;SPEC) to be the class of all free multifunctors Alg(PAR) ◦→Alg(SPEC).
4. Correctness and persistency of multifree semantics
In the present section we generalize the well-known result concerning equational
speci:cations, see [6], that correctness is equivalent to persistence.
Remark 9 (Category of signatures). (a) Recall from [6] the concept of the category
SIG of signatures: its objects are pairs (S; ) where S is a set and  is an S-sorted
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signature. Morphisms h : (S; )→ (S ′; ′) are pairs h=(hso; hop) of functions
hso : S → S ′ and hop : → ′
preserving arities: to an operation symbol of arity s1× · · · × sn→ s the function hop
assigns an operation symbol of arity hso(s1)× · · · × hso(sn)→ hso(s).
(b) We have a natural contravariant functor
Alg : SIG→ CAT
assigning to every signature (S; ) the category Alg(S; ) of all algebras of that signa-
ture. To every signature morphism h : (S; )→ (S ′; ′) it assigns the following functor:
Vh : Alg(S ′; ′)→ Alg(S; ):
on objects A′: de:ne Vh(A′) to be the -algebra with sorts A′hso(s) for all s∈ S, and oper-
ations hop(
)A′ , for all 
∈; on morphisms f :A′→B′: the s-sort of the corresponding
-homomorphism is fhso(s) (s∈ S).
(c) Every signature homomorphism h : (S; )→ (S ′; ′) leads to a translation of mul-
tiequations as follows: given an S-sorted set X of variables, denote by X ′ the corre-
sponding S ′-sorted set:
X ′s′ =
∐
t∈h−1so (s′)
Xt (s′ ∈ S ′):
If T(X ) and T′(X ′) denote the corresponding absolutely free algebras (of terms),
denote by
h# : T(X )→ Vh(T′(X ′))
the unique -homomorphism with h#(x)= x for all variables x∈X . That is, h# translates
-terms of sort h−1so (s) into 
′-terms of sort s′ by the recursive rule
h#(
(61; : : : ; 6n))= hop(
)(h#61; : : : ; h#6n)
for all 
∈ of outcome sort s, and all terms 61; : : : ; 6n ∈T(X ) with appropriate sorts.
For every multiequation
e = O
i∈I
(i = i) in variables X over (S; )
we obtain a “translated” multiequation as follows
h#(e) = O
i∈I
(h#i = h#i) in variables X ′ over (S ′; ′)
Lemma 2. Let h : (S; )→ (S ′; ′) be a signature morphism and A′ an algebra of
signature (S ′; ′). Then Vh(A′) satis<es a multiequation e iE A′ satis<es the translated
multiequation h#(e).
Proof. (1) Let Vh(A′) satisfy e=O(i = i). For every interpretation f′ of variables
X ′ in A′ (i.e., mappings f′s′ :X
′
s′→A′s′ ; s′ ∈ S ′) we de:ne an interpretation f of X
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in Vh(A′) by fs(x)=f′hso(s)(x). The unique extension fˆ :T(X )→Vh(A′) of f to a -
homomorphism is the composite of h# with the Vh-image of fˆ′ :T′(X ′)→A′; i.e., for
every -term  we have
fˆ() = fˆ
′
(h#):
Since Vh(A′) satis:es e, there exists a unique i with fˆ(i)= fˆ(i), i.e., a unique i with
fˆ′(h#i)= fˆ′(h#i). This proves that A′ satis:es h#(e).
(2) Let A′ satisfy h#(e). For every interpretation f of variables X in Vh(A′), we
de:ne an interpretation f′ of X ′ in A′ as follows:
f′s′ :
∐
Xt → As′ has components ft for all s′ = hso(t):
We get, again, fˆ=Vh(fˆ′) · h#. If A′ satis:es h#e, there is a unique i with fˆ′(h#i)= fˆ′
(h#i)—thus a unique i with fˆ(i)= fˆ(i); therefore, Vh(A′) sati:es e.
Remark 10 (Category of speci<cations). We now introduce the category SPEC of
multiequational speci:cations. Objects are triples
SPEC = (S; ; E);
where (S; ) is a signature, and E a set of multiequations in that signature. Morphisms
h : SPEC → SPEC′ = (S ′; ′; E′)
are signature morphisms h : (S; )→ (S ′; ′) such that
e ∈ E ⇒ h#(e) ∈ E′:
The above lemma proves that the functor Vh :Alg(S ′; ′)→Alg(S; ) sends algebras
satisfying E′ to algebras satisfying E. Thus, we can form the following contravariant
functor:
Alg : SPEC→ CAT:
to every speci:cation (S; ; E) it assigns the category Alg(S; ; E) of all algebras of that
speci:cation. And to every speci:cation morphism h :SPEC→SPEC ′ it assigns the
domain–codomain restriction of the above functor Vh to the (equally denoted) functor
Vh : Alg(SPEC′)→ Alg(SPEC):
Example 13. Every parametric speci:cation (PAR;SPEC) de:nes a speci:cation mor-
phism
p : PAR→ SPEC
both components of which are the inclusion maps. Then
Vp : Alg(SPEC)→ Alg(PAR)
is the above forgetful functor U , see Remark 7.
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Denition. A parameter passing diagram with formal parameter PAR and actual pa-
rameter PAR is a span in SPEC
PAR
p−−−−−→ SPEC
h

PAR
consisting of a parametric speci:cation p :PAR→SPEC and an arbitrary speci:cation
morphism h :PAR→PAR. We assume that at least one algebra of the speci:cation
PAR exists.
Remark 11. The last assumption is not needed in case of equational speci:cations of
course. But in case of multiequational speci:cations it excludes unwanted examples
such as (x= x)O(x= x).
It is easy to verify that SPEC is a cocomplete category. We will only need a pushout
of the parameter passing diagrams:
PAR
p−−−−−→ SPEC
h

 Qh
PAR −−−−−→
Qp
SPEC
It can be constructed by simply forming the corresponding two pushouts in Set: let
PAR=(S0; 0; E0), then form pushouts
S0
pso−−−−−→ S
hso

 Qhso
S0 −−−−−→
Qpso
QS
0
pop−−−−−→ 
hop

 Qhop
0 −−−−−→
Qpop
Q
and put SPEC =( QS; Q; Qp#[ QE0])∪ Qh#[E]). We can clearly choose these pushouts so that
Qpso and Qpop are inclusion maps. The arities of operations in  are determined by those
of Q0 and .
The above functor Alg :SPEC→CATop preserves the pushout we have just de-
scribed (i.e., Alg maps that pushout to a pullback in CAT). This is known as amal-
gamation:
Alg(PAR)
Vp←− Alg(SPEC)
Vh

 V Qh


Alg(PAR) ←−
V Qp
Alg(SPEC)
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That is, given algebras QA of PAR and B of SPEC with Vh( QA)=Vp(B)=A, there
exists a unique algebra of SPEC , denoted by QA+A B, satisfying
QA = V Qp( QA+A B) and B = V Qh( QA+A B):
In fact, de:ne the QS0-sorts and 0-operations of QA+A B to be those of QA, and the
S-sorts and -operations to be those of B (which leads to no contradiction due to
Vh( QA)=Vp(B)), then use Lemma 2 to conclude that QA+A B satis:es all multiequations
of QE= Qp#[ QE0]∪ Qh#[E]. Analogously, given homomorphisms f of PAR and g of SPEC
with Vh(f)=Vp(g) there exists a unique morphism k of SPEC with f=VQp(k) and
g=VQh(k).
Example 14 (Passing to comma categories). For every PAR-algebra K denote by K ↓
Alg(PAR) the comma-category (of all (A; a) where a :K→A is a homomorphism of
PAR). Let h :PAR→PAR be the extension of PAR by (a) a constant xˆ of sort s
for every element x∈Ks and (b) new equations 
ˆ(xˆ1; : : : ; xˆn)= xˆ for every 
∈0 and
every instance of 
K (x1; : : : ; xn)= x in K . Then, obviously, Alg (PAR) can be identi:ed
with the above comma-category, and
Vh :K ↓ Alg(PAR)→ Alg (PAR); (A; a) → A
is the usual forgetful funtor. Furthermore, SPEC is obtained from SPEC by the anal-
ogous extension, thus, Alg(SPEC) is the comma-category K ↓Vp of all pairs (B; b)
where B is a SPEC-algebra, and b :K→Vp(B) is a PAR-homomorphism. Again,
V Qh :K ↓ Vp → Alg(SPEC); (B; a) → B
is the usual forgetful functor. And so is
V Qp :K ↓ Vp → K ↓ Alg(PAR); (B; a) → (UB; a):
Given a free multifunctor
F :Alg(PAR) ◦→Alg(SPEC);
we obtain a derived multifunctor
QF :K ↓ Alg(PAR) ◦→K ↓ Vp
in the obvious way, given an object (A; a) of K ↓Alg(PAR), let FA be the set of
SPEC-algebras Bt and PAR-homomorphisms ;t :A→Vp(Bt), t ∈T , then QF(A; a) is
the set of SPEC-algebras (Bt; ;ta) together with PAR-homomorphisms ;t : (A; a)→
(Vp(Bt); ;ta), t ∈T . Analogously on morphisms. It is easy to see that this multifunctor
QF is a free multifunctor of the parametric speci:cation (PAR;SPEC). Observe that
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the following square:
Alg(PAR) F−−−−−→ Alg(SPEC)
Vh

 V Qh


Alg(PAR) −−−−−→
QF
Alg(SPEC)
commutes in CAT (recall that multifunctors are just functors into the free-product-
completions <(−)).
Remark 12 (Correctness of parametric speci<cations). Recall that an equational para-
metric speci:cation is called correct iM it has, in every parameter passing diagram, the
following properties:
(1) Actual parameter protection: VQp :Alg(SPEC)→Alg(PAR) preserves initial alge-
bras.
(2) Passing compatibility: For an initial SPEC-algebra I the SPEC-algebras VQh(I)
and FVhVQp(I) are isomorphic.
How do we extend this to the multiequational setting? There are two obvious strate-
gies: a maximalist would request (1) and (2) to hold for every member of a multiinitial
family, whereas a minimalist would be happy if some member had the corresponding
properties:
Denition. A multiequational parametric speci:cation (PAR;SPEC) is called correct
if for every parameter passing diagram the following hold:
(1) Actual parameter protection: VQp maps a multiinitial family of Alg(SPEC) onto a
multiinitial family of Alg(PAR).
(2) Passing compatibility: For every member I of a multiinitial family of SPEC-
algebras VQh(I) is isomorphic to every member of FVhVQp(I).
It is called weakly correct if for every parameter passing diagram the following hold:
(1∗) Weak actual parameter protection: VQp maps some member of a multiinitial family
of Alg(SPEC) to a member of a multiinitial family of Alg(PAR).
(2∗) Weak passing compatibility: For some member I of a multiinitial family of
SPEC-algebras VQh(I) is isomorphic to some member of FVhVQp(I).
Remark 13. Let us apply these conditions to Example 14 (in which (2) is automatic
due to FVh =VQh QF): It is obvious that
Alg(PAR) = K ↓ Alg(PAR)
has an initial object, viz., K id→K . And if ;t :K→Vp(Bt), t ∈T , is a multifree family
on K , then
Alg(SPEC) = K ↓ Vp
has the multiinitial family (Bt; ;t), t ∈T . Thus, (1) states that each ;t is an isomorphism,
whereas (1∗) states that some ;t is an isomorphism. In the examples MARRAY and
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SET above, the latter is true and the former is not. This indicates that weak correctness
is the notion we really want to study here. We present now a necessary and suScient
condition for it.
Denition. A multiequational parametric speci:cation is called weakly persistent pro-
vided that for every PAR-algebra K there exists a member of a multifree family on
K , which is an isomorphism of PAR-algebras.
Theorem 3. A multiequational parametric speci<cation is weakly correct iE it is
weakly persistent.
Proof. (1) Weak correctness implies weak persistence: this follows from Example 14
above. In fact, actual parameter protection here is suScient. Observe that the category
Alg(PAR) = K ↓ (PAR)
has an initial object, K id→K . Further observe that if ;t :K→Vp(Bt), t ∈T , is a multifree
family on K in (PAR;SPEC), then the category
Alg(SPEC) = K ↓ Vp
has the multiinitial family (Bt; ;t), t ∈T . Thus, by weak actual protection some ;t is
an isomorphism.
(2) Weak persistence implies weak correctness. We prove that for any parameter
passing diagram and its pushout
PAR
p−−−−−→ SPEC
h

 Qh
PAR −−−−−→
Qp
SPEC
with p weakly persistent, the parametric speci:cation (PAR;SPEC) is weakly persis-
tent. Then we derive weak correctness easily.
Given a PAR-algebra QK put K =Vh( QK) and form the corresponding multifree fami-
lies
Q;t : QK → V Qp( QBt) (t ∈ T ) on QK in (PAR; SPEC)
and
;s :K → Vp(Cs) (s ∈ S) on K in (PAR; SPEC):
By hypothesis there exists s∈ S such that ;s is an isomorphism of PAR-algebras.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that
K = Vp(Cs) and ;s = idK :
(In fact, for the isomorphism ;s there clearly exists an isomorphism r :C′s→Cs of
SPEC-algebras with K =Vp(C′s) and ;s =Vp(r). Now substitute, in the given multifree
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family on K , the algebra Cs by C′s , and the homomorphism ;s by Vp(r
−1) · ;s = id;
this results in a multifree family on K again.) By the above-mentioned amalgamation
(Remark 11), we have a unique SPEC-algebra QCs = QK +K Cs with VQp( QCs)= QK and
VQh( QCs)=Cs. Now for the homomorphism
id QK : QK → V Qp( QCs)
there exists a unique t ∈T and a unique homomorphism
u : QBt → QCs in SPEC
with
id QK = V Qp(u) · Q;t : (4.1)
Furthermore, for the homomorphism
Vh( Q;t) :K → VhV Qp( QBt) = VpV Qh( QBt);
there exists a unique s0 ∈ S and a unique homomorphism
v :Cs0 → V Qh( QBt)
with
Vh( Q;t) = Vp(v) · ;s0 : (4.2)
Let us prove that
s = s0 and V Qh(u) · v = idCs : (4.3)
In view of the de:nition of multifreeness, for (4.3) it is only necessary to prove that
the triangle
commutes: see (4.1) and (4.2). Thus, (4.2) is actually the equality
Vh( Q;t) = Vp(v)
which, by amalgamation again, yields a unique SPEC-homomorphism w : QCs→ QBt with
V Qp(w) = Q;t and V Qh(w) = Vp(v): (4.4)
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Let us verify that w is inverse to u: the equality wu= id QBt follows from the de:nition
of multifreeness and the following equality:
V Qp(wu) · Q;t = V Qp(w) = ;t
(see (4.1) and (4.4)). The equality uw= id follows from amalgamation since we have
both
V Qp(uw) = V Qp(u) Q;t = idCs
by (4:1) and (4:4), and
V Qh(uw) = id QBt
which follows from multifreeness via
Vp[V Qh(uw)] · Q;t = [VhV Qp(uw)] · Q;t
= Vh[V Qp(u) · Q;t] · Q;t by (4:4)
= Q;t by (4:1):
Thus, we have proved that u is an isomorphism, and by (4.1)
Q;t = V Qp(u
−1)
is an isomorphism. Thus, (PAR;SPEC) is weakly persistent.
It follows that the parametric speci:cation (PAR;SPEC) is weakly correct:
(1∗) Weak actual parameter protection: Choose a multiinitial family ( QKi)i∈I of
PAR-algebras, and for each i let ;it : QK
i→VQp( QBit), t ∈Ti be a multifree family on QKi.
Then ( QBit)i∈I; t∈Ti is a multiinitial family of SPEC-algebras. Now, the set I is certainly
non-empty (because we assume that some PAR-algebra exists by de:nition of param-
eter passing diagrams). Choose any i∈ I and :nd, by the above, some t such that Q;it
is an isomorphism.
(2∗) Weak passing compatibility: For the same choice of i and t as above we have
V Qh( QB
i
t) ∼= Cs (for QK = QKi and Cs above)
via the above isomorphism u;it :Bt → QCs, since V ( QCs)=Cs. And
VhV Qp( QB
i
t) = Vh( QK) = K
thus Cs is a member of the family FVhVQp( QBit).
Corollary. The parametric speci<cations
MARRAY (Example 10)
and
SET (Example 11)
are weakly correct.
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5. A Birkho3-type theorem
Recall that varieties, i.e., equational classes of algebras, have a concrete characteri-
zation (BirkhoM’s Variety Theorem), stating that a class of -algebras is a variety iM
it is an HSP-class in Alg (i.e., is closed under quotients, subalgebras and products).
Besides, varieties are closed under directed colimits in Alg. Now multivarieties have
closure properties analogous to varieties: instead of closure under quotients we have
closure under consistent quotients (de:ned below), and instead of closure under limits
(products) we have closure under connected limits. Example 15 below will show that
these closure conditions are not quite suScient to characterize multivarieties. However
a slight adjustment will lead to BirkhoM-type theorems for natural generalizations of
multivarieties.
Denition. A class K of -algebras is said to be closed under consistent quotients
provided that for each algebra A∈K and each congruence ∼ on A the quotient A=∼
lies in K whenever A=∼ itself has a quotient in K.
Proposition 1. For every set E of generalized multiequations the class Alg(; E) is
closed in Alg under
(a) subalgebras;
(b) connected limits;
(c) directed colimits and
(d) consistent quotients.
Proof. We prove that given a generalized multiequation
O
i∈I
ni∧
j=1
pij = qij (5.1)
over variables from X = {x1; : : : ; xk}, then the class of all models of (5.1) is closed
under constructions (a)–(d). For (a) and (b) see Theorem 1.
(c) Let A= colimt∈T At be a directed colimit in Alg and let At ful:ll (5.1) for
all t ∈T . Since X is :nite, every homomorphism h :T(X )→A factors through some
of the colimit maps at :At →A, i.e.,
h = ath′ for some homomorphism h′ :T(X )→ At:
Since At ful:lls (5.1), there is i∈ I with h′(pij)= h′(qij) for all j, thus, h(pij)= h(qij)
for all j 6 ni. Such i is unique: assume that i∗ ∈ I also ful:lls h(pi∗j)= h(qi∗j)
for all j 6 ni∗ . Since at then merges h′(pi∗j) and h′(qi∗j) for all j 6 ni∗ and
the above colimit is directed, there exists s ¿ t such that the connecting homo-
morphism At →As also merges h′(pi∗j) with h′(qi∗j) for all j 6 ni∗ . Since As is
a model of (5.1), this implies i= i∗. This proves that A is a model
of (5.1).
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(d) We have to prove that given epimorphisms
A a→B b→C
in Alg, then B is a model of (5.1) whenever A and C are models of (5.1). Since TX
is a projective object of Alg, every interpretation h :T(X )→B factors through a:
h = ah′:
Since A is a model of (5.1), this implies that there exists i∈ I with h(pij)= h(qij) for
all j 6 ni. Since C is a model of (5.1), such i is unique: if also h(pi∗j)= h(qi∗j) for
all j 6 ni∗ , then bh(pij)= bh(qij) and bh(pi∗j)= bh(qi∗j) imply i= i∗.
Remark 14. In our de:nition above we allow in:nitary exclusive or’s of :nite con-
junctions of equations. The <nitary generalized multiequations, i.e., generalized multi-
equations using :nitely many exclusive or’s, correspond to multivarieties closed under
ultraproducts:
Proposition 2. Let E be a set of generalized multiequations over . Then Alg(; E)
is presentable by <nitary generalized multiequations over  iE it is closed under
ultraproducts in Alg.
Proof. It is only necessary to prove that if Alg(; E) is closed under ultraproducts,
then
Alg(; E) = Alg(; E′);
where E′ is the set of all :nitary generalized multiequations holding in Alg(; E).
Assuming the contrary, there exists a generalized multiequation Oi∈I ’i in E (i.e., the
’i’s are :nite conjunctions of equations) such that none of the generalized multiequa-
tions Oi∈J ’i, J ⊆ I :nite, holds for all models of E. There clearly exists an in:nite
subset K ⊆ I such that for any k ∈K there is a model Ak of E and an interpretation
of variables hk :TX →Ak such that Ak |=’k [hk ]. Let U be a free ultra:lter on K and
consider the ultraproduct A=
∏
U Ak . Let h :TX →A be the interpretation of variables
induced by hk , k ∈K . Since A∈Alg(; E), there is an i∈ I such that A |=’i[h]. Thus
there is U ∈U such that Ak |=’i[hk ] for any k ∈U . Since Ak |=’k [hk ], we get k = i,
i.e., U ⊆{i}, which is impossible.
Example 15. A class of -algebras, closed under subalgebras, connected limits, di-
rected colimits, consistent quotients and ultraproducts in Alg, which, however, cannot
be described by generalized multiequations in Alg.
This example uses ideas of the paper [7] of the second author. The signature used
is very simple: it is the one-sorted signature of nullary operations an; b (n∈!). The
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axioms are the following :rst-order axioms ’n;m (n; m∈!; n 
=m) and ’n(n∈!):
’n;m: (an = b) ∨ (am = b) ∨ ¬(an = am);
’0: (a0 = b) ∨ (a1 = b);
’n+1: is obtained from ’n by substituting any conjunct of the form
(ai = b) ∨ (aj = b) (5.2)
of ’n by the following 3 conjuncts:
(ai = b) ∨ (ai′ = b);
(aj = b) ∨ (aj′ = b);
¬(ai′ = b) ∨ ¬(aj′ = b); (5.3)
where i′ and j′ are chosen to be distinct and larger than any k such that ’n contains
ak . For example, ’1 is the sentence
[(a0 = b) ∨ (ai′ = b)] ∧ [(a1 = b) ∨ (aj′ = b)] ∧ [¬(ai′ = b) ∨ ¬(aj′ = b)]
for i′, j′¿1, i′ 
= j′.
Denote by T the set {’n;m; n; m∈!; n 
=m}∪ {’n; n∈!} and consider the class
Mod T of all models of T .
Proof that Mod T cannot be presented by generalized multiequations. Otherwise, fol-
lowing Proposition 2,
Mod T = Alg(; E)
for some set E of generalized multiequations in the :nitary logic L!!(). We derive
a contradiction.
Denote by  n (n¿0) the sentence obtained from ’n by substituting the conjunction
of the formulas of (5.3) by the conjunction of the following formulas:
(ai′ = b)→ (aj = b) ∧ ¬(aj′ = b);
(aj′ = b)→ (ai = b) ∧ ¬(ai′ = b): (5.4)
Then, obviously, ’n   n; consequently, for
Tk = {’0; : : : ; ’k−1} ∪ { n}16n¡! ∪ {’n;m; n; m ∈ !; n 
= m};
we have
Mod T = Mod
⋃
k¡!
Tk :
Since ’0 ∈T , we have E ’0 and, by the Compactness Theorem, it follows that there
exists a :nite set E0 ⊆ E with E0 ’0. Next, we have
⋃
k¡! Tk E and, by the Com-
pactness Theorem again, there exists k such that
Tk  E0:
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We assume that k is the least such index. Then k¿0 because otherwise we would
have T0 E0 ’0, however, T0 0’0 (any algebra in which all the constants are pairwise
distinct is a model of T0 = { n} ∪ {’n;m}). Thus, we have
Tk−1 0 E0:
Let A be a -algebra such that
A |= Tk−1 and A 2 E0:
The desired contradiction is obtained by :nding a pullback in the category Mod Tk
such that A is a subalgebra of the domain-object P of the pullback: since Tk E0, we
conclude that A |=E0 because Alg(; E0) is closed under pullbacks and subalgebras
(Proposition 1).
(I) Assume k¿1: Since A |=Tk−1 but A2Tk , we have A2’k−1 (and A |=’k−2).
Let (ir ; jr), r=1; : : : ; m be all the pairs (i; j) of indices such that A satis:es conjunct
(5.2) of the formula ’k−2 but fails to satisfy the substituted conjunction of the three
formulas of (5.3). For each r=1; : : : ; m we thus have
A |= (air = b) ∨ (ajr = b) (5.5)
and we prove now that
A |= [¬(air = b) ∧ ¬(ai′r = b)] ∨ [¬(ajr = b) ∧ ¬(aj′r = b)]: (5.6)
In fact, since A |=Tk−1 implies A |=  k−1, we have, clearly, A2 (ai′r = b) ∧ (aj′r = b).
Thus, A satis:es the third formula of (5.3); consequently, it fails to satisfy the :rst or
the second one—thus (5.5) implies (5.6). Without loss of generality, we assume that
our notation of indices is such that, in (5.6), the :rst disjunct is true:
A |= ¬(air = b) ∧ ¬(ai′r = b) for r = 1; : : : ; m: (5.7)
Now (5:7) and A |=  k−1 imply
A |= ¬(aj′r = b) for r = 1; : : : ; m (5.8)
and (5.5) implies
A |= ajr = b: (5.9)
Let
B1 = A= ∼
be the quotient of A under the equivalence whose only non-singleton equivalence class
is M1 = {b; ai1 ; : : : ; aim}. Then due to the formulas ’n;m, for each (i; j)= (ir ; jr) the
algebra B1 satis:es the formulas of (5:3), r=1; : : : ; m, consequently, B1 |=’k−1. Thus,
B1 lies in Mod Tk . Analogously, let
B2 = A= ≈
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be the quotient of A under the equivalence whose only non-singleton equivalence class
is M2 = {b; ai′1 ; : : : ; ai′m}, then B2 ∈Mod Tk . Finally, the quotient B3 of A under the join
of ∼ and ≈ (having one class M1 ∪ M2) lies in Mod Tk and the canonical quotient
maps bi :Bi→B3 have the following pullback
P
p2−−−−−→ B2
p1
 b2

B1 −−−−−→
b1
B3
P is the subalgebra of B1×B2 of all pairs (x; y)∈A×A with x∼y or x≈y. The
homomorphism h :A→P de:ned by h(x)= (x; x) is a monomorphism. This proves
A∈Mod Tk , a contradiction.
(II) Suppose k =1: This is analogous to Case I; here the algebra A does not satisfy
’0, and in the construction of the pullback we put
M1 = {b; a0} and M2 = {b; a1}:
Proof of the closure properties. It is easy to see that Mod T is closed under subalge-
bras, directed colimits and (since we are working in :nitary logic) ultraproducts.
Connected limits: Since Mod T is closed under subalgebras, it is suScient to prove
closure under multiple pullbacks. Let as :A→Bs (s∈ S) form a multiple pullback of
homomorphisms bs :Bs→B (s∈ S) of Mod T . Obviously, A |=’n;m. We prove
A |= ’n for each n¿ 1
(a) A satis:es each conjunct of ’n of the form (ai = b)∨ (aj = b). Assuming the
contrary, we derive a contradiction. There exist s; s′ ∈ S with
Bs 2 (ai = b) and Bs′ 2 (aj = b):
Since Bs |=’n+1, we conclude Bs |=(ai′ = b) and, due to the homomorphism bs, then
B |=(ai′ = b). Analogously, B |=(aj′ = b). This contradicts to B |=’n+1.
(b) A satis:es each conjunct of ’n of the form ¬(ai = b)∨¬(aj = b). In fact, if
A |=(ai = b) ∧ (aj = b), then B |=(ai = b) ∧ (aj = b), in contradiction to B |=’n.
Consistent quotients: Given homomorphisms f :A→B and g :B→C then A; C ∈
Mod T implies B∈Mod T : it is clear that B |=’n;m; to prove B |=’n, for positive
conjuncts of ’n use f, for the negative ones use g.
Remark 15. Example 15 illustrates the diSculties in trying to characterize multiva-
rieties in the direction of BirkhoM’s Variety Theorem. There is a slightly weaker
concept, however, for which we will obtain such a theorem. Instead of exclusive-
or’s of <nite conjunctions of equations we work with exclusive-or’s of arbitrary
conjunctions.
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Denition. By an in<nitary multiequation is meant an exclusive-or of conjunctions of
equations over a :nite set X of variables, i.e., an expression

i∈I
∧
j∈Ji
(ij = ij);
where ij and ij are terms in T(X ), X :nite.
Theorem 4. Let  be a <nitary signature. A class of -algebras can be presented by
in<nitary multiequations iE it is closed under
(a) subalgebras;
(b) connected limits;
(c) directed unions and
(d) consistent quotients.
Proof. (I) Necessity: (a) and (b) The closedness under subalgebras and connected
limits is proved precisely as in Theorem 1 above.
(c) Given an in:nitary multiequation

i∈I
∧
j∈Ji
(ij = ij) (in variables X = {x1; : : : ; xn});
then the models of that multiequation form a class of algebras closed under directed
unions: let A=
⋃
t∈T At be an algebra which is a directed union of subalgebras At
satisfying the above in:nitary multiequation. Then for every interpretation f :X →A
of variables the image of f lies in At0 for some t0 ∈T (since the image is :nite and
T is directed). Then there exists i∈ I such that all the equations ij = ij, j∈ Ji, are
ful:lled in At0 (hence, in A) under the interpretation f. The uniqueness of such i in
At0 implies the uniqueness in A.
(d) The proof is the same as in Proposition 1.
(II) SuGciency: Let K be a class of -algebras closed under (a)–(d) in Alg.
Then K is multireRective in Alg—the proof is the same as in Remark 5. For every
:nite set X (of variables) consider a multireRection
ft :T(X )→ At (t ∈ T )
of the absolutely free -algebra over X . Since K is closed under subalgebras, each
ft is surjective, thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that a congruence ∼t
on T(X ) is given such that At =T(X )= ∼t and ft is the canonical homomorphism.
Consider the following in:nitary multiequation:

t∈T
∧
;∈T(X )
∼t
( = ): (5.10)
An algebra B satis:es (5.10) iM for every homomorphism
h :T(X )→ B;
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there exists a unique t ∈T such that h()= h() for all  ∼t —in other words, such
that h factors through ft :
Furthermore, given a :nite set X and a congruence ≈ on T(X ) such that
T(X )= ∼ =∈K for all congruences ∼ containing ≈; (5.11)
we consider the following in:nitary multiequation:
(x = x)O
∧
;∈T(X )
≈
( = ): (5.12)
An algebra B satis:es (5.12) iM for every homomorphism
h :T(X )→ B
there exist ; ∈T(X ) with ≈  and h() 
= h(), i.e.,
h does not factor through the canonical map k = T(X )→ T(X )= ≈ :
(5.13)
We claim that the collection E of all in:nitary multiequations
(5.10), indexed by all :nite sets X
and
(5.12), indexed by all congruences ≈ satisfying (5.11) presents K. That is: a -
algebra B lies in K iM it satis:es (5.10) and (5.12).
In fact, if B∈K then B satis:es (5.10) because every homomorphism h :T(X )→B
factors through precisely one member of a multireRection of T(X ) in K. And it
satis:es (5.12) because otherwise there would exist a homomorphism f from T(X )=≈
into B—however, this contradicts (5.11) because the congruence ∼ which is the kernel
of fh contains ≈ and the algebra T(X )=∼ (isomorphic to a subalgebra of B∈K)
lies in K.
Conversely, let B satisfy (5.10) and (5.12). Then we prove that B∈K. Since K
is closed under directed unions as well as under subalgebras, we can assume, without
loss of generality, that B is :nitely generated. Thus, we can assume B=T(X )=≈ for
some :nite set X and a congruence ≈ . That congruence does not have property (5.11)
because if it had, B would satisfy the corresponding multiequation (5.12)—this is not
the case, consider the canonical homomorphism
h :T(X )→ B:
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Next, since B satis:es (5.10), h factors through ft for some t ∈T , i.e.,
h = kft; k :At → B:
Observe that since h is surjective, so is k. Now K is closed under consistent quotients,
thus, to prove that B∈K, we just observe that B is a quotient of At ∈K, and B has
a quotient lying in K (because the congruence ≈ does not satisfy (5.11)).
Remark 16. Coming back to generalized multiequations, the above proof can be easily
modi:ed to yield a characterization of multivarieties in the context of in:nitary oper-
ations. More precisely, given a cardinal D and a D-ary many-sorted signature , by a
generalized multiequation we understand an exclusive-or of conjunctions of less-than-D
equations over less-than-D variables

i∈I
∧
j∈Ji
ij = ij;
where
card Ji ¡ D for all i ∈ I
and
ij; ij ∈ T(X ) with card X ¡ D:
A class of -algebras presented by generalized multiequations is called a multivariety
(of D-ary algebras).
Multivarieties are precisely the classes K of -algebras closed in Alg under
(a) subalgebras,
(b) connected limits,
(c) D-directed unions for some cardinal D and
(d) consistent quotients.
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4: one chooses a regular cardinal D such
that
(i)  is a D-ary signature and
(ii) K is closed under D-directed unions in Alg.
Then one forms multireRections of all absolutely free algebras on less than D generators
and forms multiequations (5.10) above. And given T(X )=≈, where card X¡D, such
that this algebra has no quotient in K, one forms multiequations (5.12). This, then, is
a presentation of K.
6. Conclusions and future research
Multiequational speci:cations of abstract data types, i.e. speci:cations by means of
disjoint disjunctions (exclusive or’s) of equations, can be used to specify important
data types beyond the reach of equational speci:cations. For example, arrays and sets
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as parametric data types. The multiinitial-algebra semantics which in this case substi-
tutes the well-known initial-algebra semantics presents abstract data types by means
of collections of non-isomorphic algebras—nevertheless, this semantics has features re-
sembling initial-algebra semantics: in every correct implementation of the data type we
:nd a unique instance of a unique member of the multiinitial family. Analogously, the
multifree-algebra semantics of parametric data types has features resembling the free
semantics in the equational case. In the parameter passing situation, the concepts of
correctness and persistence have a natural counterpart of weak correctness (where the
requested isomorphisms exist for at least one member of the multiinitial family) and
weak persistence. The latter means that every formal parameter allows at least one
member of its multiinitial family carried by an isomorphism. In fact, in both of the
examples that have inspired our paper, array and set, formal parameters allow a unique
such member of their multiinitial families. It would be interesting to study this “unique
semantics” generally, in particular, to :nd the corresponding syntactic property.
Another topic of interest not studied in the present paper is multiequational logic. At
the present moment we do not known whether any complete logic for multiequations
exists or not.
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